To be sure, China developed an explicit theory of the equivalence of painting and poetry-'Tu Fu's writings are pictures without forms, Han Kan's paintings, unspoken poems'8-especially in the development of literati painting in the Song-dynasty circle of Su Shih (1037-1101). But again this is not imported into Japan until the eighteenth century. Finally, as for any association between portrayals of beautiful women and eros and painting, orthodox Chinese painting theory generally denigrated the mimetic and discredited its baser emotional effects, looking to figure painting simply to reveal the righteous and the wicked, a function that was also applied in Japan in the representation of the sagekings in the imperial palace. While pictures of beautiful women from the Tang dynasty are extant and also appear at the same time in Japan, and while bijin-ga was a dominant genre in Japanese early modern woodblock prints and painting, the genre of 'pictures of beautiful women' (meiren-hua in Chinese pronunciation) does not really establish itself until the seventeenth century and seems to have generated no philosophical discourse [ Fig. 3 .1].9 Japan, however, had no ideological objections to mimesis, and erotic visual images, both of Chinese and domestic creation, circulated at court and in aristocratic circles as early as the Heian period (794-1185).10
